Battle for the Stronghold Outline
The elemental role for each clan has been chosen for the Toshi Ranbo Season—from November 2017 through early
November 2018. Now, the clans will compete for control of your game store, the stronghold of your community!

Kit Contents
• 6 alternate art Elemental Role Cards
(Toshi Ranbo Season) for each clan
• 3 extended art champion cards for each clan
You can find the poster for this event, as well as more information on our website: fantasyflightgames.com/op/

Instructions
This kit is designed to support a single Battle for the Stronghold tournament for Legend of the Five Rings: The Card Game. To
determine the number of rounds, follow the Basic Structure chart found in the Tournament Regulations document at www.
fantasyflightgames.com/l5r, based on the number of players that attend your tournament. Do not cut to elimination rounds,
even if it is listed in the Tournament Regulations. Pair players at random for the first round, and use Swiss style pairings for the
second round and beyond. After all rounds have been completed, reward players as described below.

Prize Distribution
Give each player a copy of their clan’s role card. If there are more than six players for any given clan, then give the top six
players for that clan a copy of their clan’s role card.
Give the top three players from each clan a copy of their clan’s champion card.

Stronghold Control
To find the clan which will claim control of your store, display the Stronghold Control poster in your store to track the number
of wins and loses each clan receives. Choose an end date and keep track of these numbers during this tournament as well as
any other Legend of the Five Rings: The Card Game event you organize until then. Afterwards, announce the triumphant clan
and use posters available on our website to theme your store around that clan.
Posters can be found at: www.fantasyflightgames.com/op/l5r-lcg/assets/

Elemental Roles
Each year, at the conclusion of the Winter Court World Championships, the top-ranking player of each clan receives the
honor of choosing the elemental role that their clan will be able to use over the course of the following year. Any player of
that clan in an official event during that year cannot use other elemental roles.
The list of current roles can be found at: www.fantasyflightgames.com/op/l5r-lcg/roles/
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